As of April 22, 2019

*** LEGACY IMPACT SOCIETY - $1M+ ***

Nelson Puett Foundation

*** COMMUNITY VISIONARIES - $500,000 to $999,999 ***

Cindy and Greg Kozmetsky
The J.E. and L.E. Mabee Foundation, Inc.

*** COMMUNITY HEROES - $250,000 to $499,999 ***

Jack and Patsy Martin
Dick and Sara Rathgeber
Seton Healthcare Family

*** COMMUNITY LEADERS - $100,000 to $249,999 ***

Carl C. Anderson Sr. and Marie Jo Anderson
Charitable Foundation
Carden / Mcgee Family
Jim Edsel and Children (In honor of Nancy Edsel)
Heritage Title Company / Gary and Susan Farmer
Lola Wright Foundation
Springhouse Foundation
Donna Stockton

*** COMMUNITY CATALYSTS - $50,000 to $99,999 ***

Bank of America
The Beck Group
Margie Craig Cowden
Nancy Cummins Prideaux
ECG Foundation
Georgia B. Lucas Foundation Fund

*** COMMUNITY PARTNERS - $25,000 to $49,999 ***

Hillary Anderson
Dinah and Barry Barksdale
John and Kelly Breeden
Amanda Beck Foster
Leslie and Rob Gandy
Diane Finch Grant
Julie and Garrett Hall
Paula and Dan Herd
Erin and David Hewlett
Kenny and Susie Jastrow

*** COMMUNITY BUILDERS - $10,000 to $24,999 ***

2012-2013 JLA Membership
Sandy and Augie Alcalá, Jr.
The Allen Family (In memory of Frances
and LeRoy Velduizen and Jean and Ward
Allen)
Ashlee Arnold
Mindy Blitch Vescovo, Betsy Blitch Kirksey,
and Laurie Blitch Maccini
Sabrina and Jay Brown
Jenny and Sam Butterworth
Sarah Pilkington Charbonnet
Camille and Bryan Jobe and
Jobe Corral Architects
Gavin and Holly Mace Massingill
Regan and William Gammon (In memory
of Eleanor Stayton Gammon)
The Family of Lillian Daz Gray
The Hardeman and Hill Family
Hadley Hempel (In memory
of Melissa Read)
Mary and Tim Herman
Chris K. and Brandi N. Horne
Amy Hurt
The Junior League of Austin Sustainers’
Garden Workshop
Cammie and Bryan Jobe and
Jobe Corral Architects
Gavin and Holly Mace Massingill
Sara and Andy Valenzuela
Benito Trevino and Philip and Jack Brady
Sarah and Andy Valenzuela
Linda and Nick van Bavel
Wells Fargo Foundation
Pam and George Willeford

Cathy and Edward McHorse
The Candice Mendoza Family
MFI Foundation
Leslie and Jonathan Moore
Melissa and Greg Morrow
Holly and Kevin Piletsner
Harriet Irvin Rutland (In honor of
the Irvin Family)

Frost
Patty Huffines
Karen Kahan and MariBen Ramsey
Jeanne and Lew Little
The Tecumseh Foundation
Sonia, Sam, and Sharon Wilson

Catherine M. Johnson
Lisa and Tracy Kennedy
Elizabeth and Chuck Nash
Frances and George Ramsey
The Sherrill Family Foundation - Deborah Sherrill Courtney
Lee Ann Tally Miller
Leslie and Tim Timmerman
Michelle and Paul Tobias
Alex Victoria and Alisa Cohen Victoria
Laura D. Wolf

Hillary Anderson
Dinah and Barry Barksdale
John and Kelly Breeden
Amanda Beck Foster
Leslie and Rob Gandy
Diane Finch Grant
Julie and Garrett Hall
Paula and Dan Herd
Erin and David Hewlett
Kenny and Susie Jastrow

2012-2013 JLA Membership
Sandy and Augie Alcalá, Jr.
The Allen Family (In memory of Frances
and LeRoy Velduizen and Jean and Ward
Allen)
Ashlee Arnold
Mindy Blitch Vescovo, Betsy Blitch Kirksey,
and Laurie Blitch Maccini
Sabrina and Jay Brown
Jenny and Sam Butterworth
Sarah Pilkington Charbonnet
Camille and Bryan Jobe and
Jobe Corral Architects
Gavin and Holly Mace Massingill
Regan and William Gammon (In memory
of Eleanor Stayton Gammon)
The Family of Lillian Daz Gray
The Hardeman and Hill Family
Hadley Hempel (In memory
of Melissa Read)
Mary and Tim Herman
Chris K. and Brandi N. Horne
Amy Hurt
The Junior League of Austin Sustainers’
Garden Workshop
Cammie and Bryan Jobe and
Jobe Corral Architects
Gavin and Holly Mace Massingill
Sara and Andy Valenzuela
Benito Trevino and Philip and Jack Brady
Sarah and Andy Valenzuela
Linda and Nick van Bavel
Wells Fargo Foundation
Pam and George Willeford
Callaway and Kelly Aimone
Bonnie Jean Alison
Tyler and Elizabeth Andrews
Anonymous (2 gifts)
Brandon and Benée Arndt
Elizabeth Ateyeh
Ronny and Chris Kazen Altal
Emily and Harris Baker
Suzy Balagia (In honor of Mr. and Mrs. S. Jack Balagia)
Jessica Balladares-Bennett
Julie and Buddie Ballard
Jorden D. Barley
Jennifer Bancroft
Stephanie Beasley
Laura and Rex Bohls
Dawn and Wes Breyfogle
Kathryn Bury
Sue K. Drake
Tina and Brent McCutchin
Leigh and Russell Arnold
Caroline C. Jones
Michele Moloney Karp
Lisa Kaspar
Martha Lane Kinnett
Yvette Ruiz Krumsins
Kalyn Lane
Lindsey and Bradley Lawrence
Katy Lindsay
Melissa Maeker
Libby and Bruce Malone
Pim and Jeff Mayo
John and Mia McCord
Tina and Brent McCutchin
Tiffany McMillan
Liz and Kenneth Merkel
Doise Chew Miers (In honor of Lynda Chew)
Meagan and Christopher Moll
John and Keri Neff, Gretchen Neff Kyser, Brad and Liz Neff, and Greg and Julie Winn Neff (In memory of Nancy Louise Neff)
Susan Page Driver (In honor of Virginia Nalle Page)
The Duban and Fitzpatrick Families (In memory of Sally Brooks Fitzpatrick)
Shelly Gore Edwards
Eileen Eiden
Nicole and Ken Elliott
Jordan and Trey Epbright
Lisa Filmyr
Erin and Jason Franz
Jenn and Jason Gailbraith
Anna Geissman Hallmark
Niki Graham
Andrew and Kendall Guinn
Ann Hanna-Morrison and Nancy Pittman (In honor of Punkin Pittman)
Kathi and John Haralson
Morgan and Allen Hardin
Mary Love (Bitsy) Henderson and Sid Mallory
Trace and Ashley Hight
Melissa Owens Jackson
Carol
Michele Moloney Karp
Lisa Kaspar
Martha Lane Kinnett
Yvette Ruiz Krumsins
Kalyn Lane
Lindsey and Bradley Lawrence
Katy Lindsay
Melissa Maeker
Libby and Bruce Malone
Pim and Jeff Mayo
John and Mia McCord
Tina and Brent McCutchin
Tiffany McMillan
Liz and Kenneth Merkel
Doise Chew Miers (In honor of Lynda Chew)
Meagan and Christopher Moll
John and Keri Neff, Gretchen Neff Kyser, Brad and Liz Neff, and Greg and Julie Winn Neff (In memory of Nancy Louise Neff)
Gregory Michelle Noack
Julia and Kenneth Null
Lolla McNutt Page
Jason and Leslie Pardue
James and Heather Summers Parsons
Wes and Karen Peoples
Peggy Pickle
Robert T. Pittenger (In honor of Cynthia Pittenger)
Emily A. Porter and Ryan P. Morrissey
Andrea and Shane Pratt
Abby and Stephen Raines
Rita Ramsey and Matthew Kreisle III
Suzy and Jack Ranney
Alicia Kleberg Reynolds Foundation
Kristen M. Reynolds
Randy and Niki Reynolds
Lucy R. Ross (In memory of Ellen Stock Carter)
Jamille and Ryan Ruebsahm
Cookie and Phil Ruiz
Judy Welton Sargent
Ellen Sauer (In honor of Betsy Sauer and Judy Sauer)
Araminta and Tom Sellers
Carrie and Chas Semple
Charles and Judith Shelton
Natalie Sheridan
John and Susan Stayton
Sheri and Craig Tovllier
Helen and Sandy Watkins (In memory of Helen Butts Tips)
Casie and Will Wenmohs
Krista White and Austin Arnold
Pam and Neel White
Jeri Williams (In memory of Mary Lance Van Every Sisk)
Terry Broussard Williams and Lemuel Williams
Robert (Bill) O. Williams III and Jill L. Williams (In honor of Amber Carden)
Marilyn and Matthew Wilsson and Family

**COMMUNITY ADVOCATES - $2,500 to $4,999**

The Angenend McKeon Family
Anonymous (6 gifts)
Leigh and Russell Arnold
Beth Atherton
Kathleen Baker
Ellen M. Bettis
Grant and Lynsdale Kerr
Silvia Ward Carden and Scott Carden
Meredith and Paul Clarke
Sarah Rooper-Coleman and Jason Coleman
Jessica Copeland
Daisy and David Cramer
Shannon M. Creekmur
Laura Lee and Clay Daigle
Margaret and Doug Danforth
Amanda and Bryant Eldridge
Patricia and James Ephlin
Ashley L. Fischer
Katie and Graham Free
Justin and Ericka Freels
Eileen Garza
Rob and Susan Gordon
Elizabeth Ross Hadley and Family
Jessica Morrow Halich
Jennifer and Kyle Hickey
Trevor and Julie Hildebrand
Courtney and Clark Hoffman
Donna and Lon Ingram
Brandon and Beckey Johnson
Ashley Kelm
In Memory of Elaine L. Knapp
Robert and Betty Knight
Matt and Tania Leskovar-Owens
Courtney Meinen
Shannon and Mike Meroney and Family
Julie and Dean Metzger
Pasha Moore
Kit and Maggie Neusel
Cameron and Hannah Nokes
Katie and Jace Pirtle
Anne and Robert Prentice
Derrick and Lauren Price
Kathryn and Beau Ross
Katie and Andy Schonert
Cole and Krist Simmons
Ann and Trent Townsend
Ana and Jason VanDiver
Jeanne and Jim Vier
Katie Walker
Keri Bellassosa Walling and Greg Walling
Jessica D. Weaver
Jennifer Williams
Anne Winn
Mindy Wong and Brian Lai
Jessi Wright (In honor of Betty Propst)
Jennifer Wu and M. Andrew Chen

**COMMUNITY INNOVATORS - $5,000 to $9,999**
Emily Pellegrini
Christine Penksa
The Perraud Family
Jessica and J. Pieratt
Jessica Pino
Kristyn Pitman
Beth and Bryan Plater
Dina Powell
Amanda Prater
Lacey Pumphrey
Angela and Doug Quimley
Adam, Carolyn and Carter Ragsdale
Mark and Je Ralls
Chrstien Rathburn
Charmine Ravannapay
Isabel Roya
In Memory of Melissa Read (27 gifts)
Patsy Read
Laura Leigh Reeves
Ty Metka Reeves-Sabers
Kathleen A. Reiff
Ashley E. Rew-Hunter
Kallin Reynolds
Brittany Richardson
Sheldon Richie
Kate Rhodes
Michele K. Roach
Amanda Roberson
Hillary Roberts
Michael and Leslie Roberts
Tedrah and Duncan Robertson
Eagle and Laura Robinson
Josephine Roche
Gris and George Anne Rogers
Alyssa Rolfe
Catherine Raminich
Jana Rundle
Nicole Rusnowicz
Emily Russell
Michelle Russell
Matt and Shelley Rutherford
Cailyn Ryan
Jill Sandal
Kate Saul
Allison Scacco
Angelina close Scheinbaum
Mary Scherer
Jessica Schneider
Allison Schulz
Susie Schumacher
Agata Scott
Shelley Agatha Scott
Rachel Sewell
Amber Shanafelt
Elizabeth Shands
Leslie Shanks
Carolyn Bell Sharkey (in memory of
Louisa Mahone Donoghue)
Merrell Anne and Art Shearer
Heather Sheffield
Erica Shetgren
Christina and Robert Shepherd
Shari Shifers
Julie and Chris Short
Katherine Shuffer
Liz and Neil Simmons
Helen Dale Simons
Chris and Kathryn Simpson
Ar'Shell Sinclair
Colleen M. Sihal
Alex Szemere
Maya Smart
Jamae Smith
Lynn and S. Tim Smith
Todd and Allison Smith
Leslie Schatz
Afin Sorthaido
Patty and John Soule
Thomas and Melody Southall
Susanna C. Sovran
Scott and Beth Spann
Susan Spies
Elizabeth Ann Sprng
Heather Starley
Nancy Stano
Keith Elizabeth Stoller
Samantha Stephens
Stephanie Stephens
Suzanne M. Stewart
Sarah Stotts
Stephanie Stowell
Mary Stratmann
Elia Strawman
Sarah Stratcher
Katy Stuhr
Meredith Sturgeon
Tiffany Stutzman
Kathryn L. Sullivan
Jennifer Sutherland
Bilo Tahbaz
Mary and Charles Teeple
Brittany G. Thomas
Jennifer Thompson
Tommy and Anna Thompson
Katherine Thorne
Natasha Tischbiout
John P. and Amanda R. Tofflemire
Karen Turner
Katie Turner
Lydia Valdés and Family
Nathan and Jessica Vassar
Lauren Van Ert
Sarah Van Ert
J. M. and Pamela Palmer Van Sicklen
Diedre Yeadder
Caroline Vickers
Mari Vilasana
Jennifer Vilera
Ajna Vuk
Nancy Wade
Sarah Walker
Lisa Walnut
Emily Walters
Candie Walton
The Ward Family
Ashley Warren
Susan Watkins
Kelly Weaster
Margaret-Ann Webb
Bethany Weigl
Ashley Weiss
Hannah Weidn
Morey E. Weldon
Kimberly Wereley
Nancy L. Westmoreland
Susan S. Wheeler
Lexie Whiteley
Megan and Braden Whittington
Meredith Wiggins
Roxanne Wilson
Melaina Wilkin and Donald Mullaney
Charlotte Williams
Marisa Williams
Stephanie K. Williams
Aubrey Williamson
Dustin and Julie Williamson
Ana Willingham
April Willis
Arden Wimberly
Stephanie Wintrey
Allison Winfrey
Vanessa Wolfe
Debbi Woofler
Elizabeth Wolter
Heather Campbell Worels
Audrey Young
Florence Young
Allison Bires Zaffrania
E.L. and Paul Zain
Rachel Zander
Brandon and Laura Zimmerman
Lisa Zodin

***********

Please send corrections to avandiver@jlaustin.org